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From your perspective as a community leader in Northern Colorado, what is your key 
takeaway from the film?  
 

● One of my key takeaways from this film is that we truly need to be wise stewards of what precious a 
resource that water truly is, not only to northern Colorado and our entire region, but to the entire 
state of Colorado.  I feel that it is important for me as a leader in northern Colorado to champion 
water conservancy in my local community of Windsor.  I need to be a local champion encouraging 
conservancy and forcing legislation, if need be, to continue to make sure that we are doing our part 
to conserve water and therefore reducing the amount of water per person/household that is 
consumed. 

● The entire history of civilization and growth in Colorado had been strongly influenced by the 
availability of water.  The struggle for balance among urban, agricultural and environmental values 
and interests continues and the intensity of the debate will grow as the gap between supply and 
demand widens.  The key to problem-solving and innovating our water resource management will be 
to realize that the interests aren’t locked in a zero-sum competitive battle, but rather a need for 
collaboration and maximizing the interests of all of the values at the same time. 

● My role can be to work to conserve water where possible while conserving important lands within 
northern CO. We can lead by working with partners to help evolve aesthetic expectations for 
residential and commercial landscapes that also provide great wildlife habitat and drastically 
conserve water.  

● Colorado has been my home for 44 years and 43 years have been in Fort Collins and Larimer 
County. During that time, I have witnessed and been a part of immense changes – good and bad – 
in Northern Colorado and the State of Colorado. Connecting my experiences and community 
engagement over the years with the question – what is key take away from the film, “Great Divide,” it 
is hard to articulate one key take away because the issue of water in Colorado is so incredibly 
complex and intertwined with everything else that matters in our state and the Rocky Mountain West. 
Colorado is unique beyond imagination as the source of at least four major rivers that impact millions 
of lives and livelihoods and our ecosystems and natural world. Nevertheless, I suppose one key take 
away from the film relates to the statement at the end about the need to “negotiate with nature, not 
conquer it.” In other words, we do not have a choice in the matter to protect our natural resources – 
clean, air, water and land and to prevent a systems collapse – human/natural ecosystems, we must 
act cooperatively, deliberatively and creatively to build on best practices – scale them up and identify 
and implement comprehensive and balanced solutions that are way outside the box.  

● My overall perspective is how critical our dependence on water for economic development, cultural 
and population changes, and environmental sustainability has become. We face growing pressure to 
develop plans and place into action steps to balance the supply and demands for this resource.  The 
challenge is how best to accomplish with all interested parties in a timely manner, not just locally, but 
regionally and nationally.  Long term collaborative efforts are necessary for those desired outcomes.  

● Even with all the many years of leadership in the area of water management in the West, this 
complex issue still causes division among community leaders, ranchers, agriculture, industry and 
more. I don’t know if there actually is one final solution to draw on but if so, we haven’t identified it 
yet. This takeaway made me thankful for the WLL class so I can learn to make as informed decisions 
as possible when needed.  

● I felt that the film was very well put together and very comprehensive. It was a great overview of the 
history of water in Colorado and the region as well as highlighting some of the upcoming challenges 
we may be facing.  
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● The film was rich in history, and was fair and balanced. The fact that really stood out to me was that 
the Colorado River provides the water for HALF of ALL the fruits, vegetables, and nuts produced in 
the United States.  

● I feel like I am a relatively intelligent citizen of Northern Colorado, and I was incredibly astounded 
how little I knew about the water issue. I feel like to solve most issues we all face, EDUCATION ON 
THIS ISSUE IS IMPERATIVE! Educating our citizens is the first step in helping to initiate change and 
effect personal responsibility, not to mention laying the foundation for cooperative problem solving.  

● Water is a precious commodity that we must manage wisely into the future for future generations. 
● The Colorado Conundrum of water has a long, complicated history, a complex present, and a 

challenging future. With competing interests struggling with each other for decades, the need to get 
everyone to the table to have a deliberation to solve our water future is going to take everyone 
having a strong will and willingness to see other’s perspectives. 

● Two things brought us to where we are today with water: Innovation and Partnerships. It was 
enlightening to me that initial water law was birthed around the Cache La Poudre, linking 
groundwater and surface water was a Colorado innovation, and people in the San Luis Valley hand 
and shovel-built ditches to bring water to their crops. Advancements happen when people sit down 
and work together on win-win solutions. Recent cooperation between water 
development/management leaders and scientists/environmentalists/engaged citizens is encouraging 
and must continue.  

● This is bigger than me. In the landscape and irrigation industry we feel that it is our job to conserve 
water and that we are the last ones to the party. Seems that’s not true.  

● The key takeaway from this film was that the origin of Western Water Law as we know it was started 
right here in Northern Colorado.  The Colorado Supreme Court ruled to uphold the System of Prior 
Appropriation per the Colorado Doctrine that was included in the original Colorado Constitution. In 
the lawsuit of Coffin v. Left Hand Ditch Company, the Court ruled for the Left Hand Ditch Company 
based on the First in Time, First in Right principle. This principle states that the first entity that gets 
the water rights can move the water from its point of origination regardless of distance or 
geographical barriers. 

● The film, along with many other news articles and publications about water, seem to set the stage 
with the growing human population in Colorado.  It makes me really curious to learn more about the 
land use planning work/guidelines within the Colorado Water Plan, and what new municipal codes 
are being developed for water use, new development taps, and conservation standards.  The biggest 
takeaway for me though was that holistic water management and collaboration will be very important 
in order to navigate our future water resources.  

● My key takeaway from The Great Divide is that conflicts surrounding water scarcity in CO are 
nothing new, but the path forward can not be through fighting over water but rather creating 
collaborative strategies to conserve our limited resources. The increased demands on this scarce 
resource will require all stakeholders to develop new sustainable methods of conveying, using and 
recycling water as we look towards major population growth and the impacts of climate change over 
then next 30-100 years. It found it very interesting that John Wesley Powell identified the need for 
collaboration among watersheds and users when he first surveyed the West but it took a hundred 
years for water users to finally recognize that collaboration and conservation would be the only way 
to meet all the demands of water users. 

● I heard that Colorado’s population is rapidly and inexorably growing so that it will soon demand more 
water than current systems can supply, especially along the Front Range.  Meeting this challenge 
will involve cooperation among classes of water users and among river basins as well as rethinking 
how we source and use water, even what we use water for.  
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● Being the headwaters for four watersheds, we must plan for more midsized storage projects, and 
find ways to reuse/repurpose water for agriculture and municipal uses.  

● The scope of the water challenge is multi-state, multi-county, multi-municipality, multi-sector and 
multi-eco system. Its impacts and stakeholders are vast. Therefore the planning, solution, etc. should 
not be done in isolation. Collaboration will be a key to any solution. 

● The film exemplifies that point that leaders have known for many decades—water is a finite 
resource, and pressures from both inside and outside of our state are putting us on a path where 
talking about the issues is no longer going to be good enough.  We know that Colorado is special for 
many reasons, but in no small part because we have beautiful headwater rivers, and agriculture, and 
open space.  Yet we continue to divert water away from these things to accommodate more growth. 
Instead, these issues need to be met with real policy and cultural changes, which can only happen if 
we’re able to better align our values with our decision making. 

● With projected population growth and predicted impacts of climate change on an already maxed out, 
perhaps overstretched, limited water resources, the key to the future of effective water management 
in Colorado will depend on maintaining what  still works in our water management policy and law, 
creative thinking for effectively stretching the resource even farther, innovation in finding solutions, 
working together in funding, and most importantly a sense and spirit of collaborative goal setting.  In 
essence we are all in this leaky rowboat together and we need to figure out how to row in unison to 
keep it going in the right direction. 

 
 

What did you learn that encouraged you, discouraged you, or captured your attention to the 
extent that you could see yourself engaging in it further?   
 

● I was encouraged to see and hear about how many champions in our states history have gone 
before us to protect and think ahead to ensure that there will be water where the population resides 
for decades to come.  I was discouraged to hear that how if we do not protect our state’s water 
resources, and with the rate of growth of the state, that we may be in danger of not having enough 
water in our state to service our states overall population by the year 2050 if not before.  I was really 
intrigued and felt somewhat guilty in knowing what I do know regarding the NISP and Galeton 
reservoir projects; although we need these projects to meet our long range future water needs we 
are also taking water and storing it up when it is so desperately needed downstream in eastern 
Colorado and beyond.  

● I am encouraged by the growing awareness of the need to seek a balance among all interests and 
the introduction of innovations like leasing excess ag water to cities, instead of permanently drying 
up farms.  I am discouraged by the continuation of extensive “buy and dry” schemes that temporarily 
maximize urban growth needs at the extreme expense of agricultural and environmental interests. 
My attention is piqued by the growing awareness of the need for collaboration and of the need for 
increased efficiency and conservation as powerful tools to help meet our water needs.  

● I am very interested in the original Union Colony/Fort Collins water rights fight and subsequent cases 
that birthed western water law, in addition to trans-basin cases such as Coffin v. Left Hand Ditch Co. 
The film reminded me of the power of aesthetics (people want to have their green lawns). I Loved the 
quote "the best we can do is negotiate with nature, not conquer it…" 

● The film presented in a very comprehensive way the rich history of Colorado related to water, rivers, 
our agriculture heritage, human activity - migration and urbanization (80% of water on western slope; 
80% of people along Front Range), and innovation (irrigation, engineering, instream flows, etc.). The 
film highlighted how Native Americans lived within their means and wisely - going back to the 
Ancestral Puebloans and the lessons we can learn from them and the roles of contemporary 
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stakeholders – conservation groups, developers, CWCB, water districts, inter-basin groups. I am 
encouraged that we’ve made progress finding solutions to the vexing and complex problems related 
to water supply, quality, use and access; watershed, river and wildlife habitat protection, forest 
health, trans-basin diversions; preservation of agriculture, etc. I am discouraged that there appears  
to be in denial of the impacts of the climate crisis on our quality of life and natural resources, and this 
issue is addressed in the film. While the issues are very daunting, I am always hopeful that we will to 
work together and collaboratively to do what is necessary to solve these problems through the 
seven-generation lens. I am in. 

● Although there were some that were quite forward thinking, many of the past decisions regarding 
water have been due to short term economic and political concerns.  In hindsight by not addressing, 
adapting and making some of the necessary changes, we face larger and more expensive solutions 
to our current and future issues. The awareness for more long term planning and collaboration is 
necessary. This class is an example of one of the offshoots of the awareness, education, and 
collaboration that is needed. This class will help that I can engage others to be more aware and 
educated and hopefully lead to planning and action within my immediate community as well as 
potentially engaging with other communities. 

● I am fascinated by the senior & junior water rights and still need to learn more about where the water 
is drawn from rivers in each instance and the replenishing requirements, particularly in light of the 
current debate around the Thornton pipeline. I also was intrigued by the ditch riders - definitely 
looking forward to learning more about how that profession is implemented today. I was discouraged 
by how much of our water is diverted to other states and even another country. I understand the 
history and the why but it's a challenge when we still need more than what we have rights to.  

● I am encouraged because I feel that a lot of good work has been done thus far to study and 
collaborate to start seeking balances between water needs, environmental needs, recreational 
needs, agriculture needs, etc. This is demonstrated through things such as the Interbasin Compact 
Committee, basin roundtables, and the State Water Plan. We may not know the answers yet but 
coming together to start discussing needs and ideas in a cooperative way is an important start to the 
process. Some of the topics that caught my interest and I hope to explore and learn a bit more about 
include: ATM’s and cooperative agreements, Colorado River Compact, Instream Flow Program, and 
Reuse water projects.  

● I found the film discouraging, mostly because the problems are so large, complex and yet utterly 
crucial. It is overwhelming to think of all the competing interests and how you would satisfy them. I 
think back to articles and posts I have read about the Poudre River - and how many people want it to 
remain wild. Even while I see the value in that, I wonder how we are going to provide water for 
double our current population. 

● I was deeply discouraged that the supply/demand water balance could tip to a shortfall in 2030, just 
a brief 10+ years away.  I know that when you explore and try to make a difference with initiatives, it 
often takes at least 10 years.  We need to get going!  I would hope that water will continue to be an 
issue that the CFNC champions and hopefully we can help take this issue further by convening and 
collaborating with regional partners to explore and propose possible solutions. 

● Much of the fighting (Whiskey is for drinking, water is for fighting) seems to have been wrung out. 
There seems to be a more concerted effort to create a win/win type solution. 

● It encouraged me that this easy to understand film exists, the innovation vision of Powell, Platte 
River Clean up, Farmers talking about sustainability, and current partnerships between water 
managers and environmentalists. What discouraged me was the lack of vision for over a century, the 
short term focus, lack of sustainability discussions, how complex this issue is with so many 
competing interests and needs, and how we have worked against nature. The things that captured 
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my attention include the CBT project, water quality issues, instream flow water rights, and the 
Dolores Water Project.  

● I was encouraged that technology and tenacity can accomplish great things related to water in 
Colorado.  Using less water can be accomplished by educating users on the value of water, new 
conservation techniques, and water loops, among other ideas.  

● I think the biggest impact this film had on me was seeing the grand scheme of it.   Hearing the 
continued fight for water by the farmers is heart-wrenching.  The overall effect for me is that I wish I 
could put forth more of my time to join the effort.  

● What captured my attention is how very complicated water law is in Colorado. As Wellington 
continues to grow, we are tasked with finding redundant water sources. We are going to have to be 
very diligent in our procurement process to find a source or sources that will sustain our growing 
needs into the future. With the cost of water increasing so rapidly, this is proving to be quite difficult. 

● The comment about the Grand Ditch and how all the people who showed up to help clean out the 
ditch in the Spring were the ones who got to use an allocation of the water during the season.  I 
appreciated how that created community around the water availability. It is interesting to think about 
Ag still using 80% of Colorado’s water, and then think about how water is exported out of our state 
via the food, alfalfa, and even beer that is produced here and shipped elsewhere to be consumed. 
Eating local is good for our economy and our watershed. Ultimately each one of the sections within 
the film left me wanting to learn more!  

● I am encouraged that the age of enormous dam projects may have passed (the film doesn't mention 
NISP) and that strategies are increasing focused on water conservation rather than storage seem to 
be the way forward. As a CO native I've always been worried about the impacts of population growth 
on the Front Range so I look forward to learning how various groups can work together to meet our 
agricultural, municipal and environmental needs. As a leader in Trout Unlimited I see myself further 
engaging in issues such as in stream flow and rec flows as a beneficial use. As a Realtor in Northern 
CO I am concerned about the amount of water which new developments require. Specifically that we 
are planting grasses from East of Mississippi that require an out sized amount of water to grow (not 
to mention the impacts of fertilizer on our watersheds) when we can be planting native drought 
tolerant plants. It is extremely frustrating to see farms taken out of production so that people can 
water their front lawns. Water which is often wasted and flows town the sidewalk into gutters. Water 
that could be used to grow local food or have lasting environmental benefits.  

● I learned several things that would engage me further.  First, that we need to plan better than in the 
past and not postpone key policy decisions. I want to see that these decisions are made deliberately 
with forethought instead of just being dictated by the immediate circumstances.  Second, that future 
solutions will involve as much invention in policy and behavior as in technology and that technology 
will be more distributed than huge civil engineering structures of the past.  I have seen the same 
thing happening in energy and worked on those policies.  

● I was encouraged by states who compromise, cooperate, and coexist with a finite allocation of water. 
I was discouraged by the length of time for projects and plans to come to fruition, due to bureaucracy 
and outside opposition. I was engaged by the hard work of those tasked with accomplishing these 
difficult problems.  

● I am discouraged by the depth of conflict and competition for this limited resource. I am encouraged 
by the innovation and ingenuity shown throughout Colorado’s history. Ultimately, I hope to engage by 
building cooperation that has been the missing link to a sustainable solution. “Water goes a lot 
further if you agree over it instead of litigate over it.”  

● It was encouraging to see that some municipalities are leasing water from agriculture, but only as a 
drought supply.  I think that this is a key concept; as long as the holder if the water right is kept 
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whole, the ability to move away from buy and dry and towards a more holistic and sustainable 
approach to meet water demands is certainly a practice that we should all be moving towards.  

● It is heartening to see the transition over the years from the mindset of confrontation and drawing 
lines in the sand to one of collaboration, discourse from differing priorities and working in common to 
problem solve what is at the bottom line a shared issue. 

 
 
What questions do you have based on what you heard in the film?  
 

● Where/what is the future of water in Colorado and at what point based on future population growth 
trends/expectations can we realistically not meet the water requirements for each individual any 
longer in a worse case drought year situation...?  

● As the gap between water supply and demand continues to grow, is there any prospect for a 
thoughtful re-evaluation of the Doctrine of Prior Appropriation, or are we stuck with the principles of 
1860s water law? 

● Since the obligation to show beneficial use of water encourages a “use it or lose it”  mentality, how 
can we incentivize more collaboration and water sharing during dry times that doesn’t threaten senior 
water rights holders? 

● How can we prompt changes in water law to increase conservation and incentivize re-use of water? 
● Is there any way to reverse the devastating impacts of buy and dry approaches on huge swaths of 

Colorado farmland and small towns? 
● What’s the next iteration of the definition of “reclamation”?  Reclaiming dry farm land, reclaiming 

scenic and healthy rivers, reclaiming urban landscapes from the need for thousands of acres 
water-inefficient landscaping and lawns? 

● How do we encourage more discussion about the amount of water necessary for the life-cycle of 
cattle and horses, including their total feed production and water use by the animals?  

● How can we evolve CO water law to recognize beneficial use requirements (i.e. put the full amount 
of water to beneficial use) while incentivizing conservation for habitat and in-stream use?  

● What is the current status of Colorado Water and Climate Action Plans? 
● What else can we do to increase water conservation and efficiency in agriculture, municipal and 

industrial uses? 
● Can we meet our water supply needs with smaller scale reservoirs, aquifer recharge technologies?  
● How have others approached these issues and what efforts/discussions regarding the water basins, 

regions and states progressed? 
● What are some of the ideas, plans currently and what types of actions are being taken? 
● How have some of theses plans filtered and been drilled down to the local level? 
● How do we as  potential graduates of this class move on to engage and continue to be involved? 
● The film touched on conservation, but I'd like to learn more about what individual municipalities and 

the county are doing to encourage water conservation and how we can do more.The earliest water 
right in continuous use in Colorado is the People’s Ditch in the San Luis Valley and is dated 1852. 
How can that be if the Colorado Doctrine of Prior Appropriation wasn’t adopted until 1876? Were 
those earlier water rights (prior to 1876) retroactive? 

● What is the earliest water right on the Poudre River? What is the date and location?  
● One source in the film said that we could save ~30% of our water through conservation efforts. Is 

that realistic? What would it take to accomplish? I heard a candidate one time say that we wouldn't 
need NISP if we would really get serious about conservation. Is this true? Would we be able to 
provide the needed water for double the population on conservation alone? 
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● Where does industry come in to these equations? The film did not really give specific information 
about the share of water that industry uses. For example, what about fracking? 

● Is water pollution part of the scope of this class? I am remembering the gold mine spill from a couple 
of years ago. 

● There are often multiple ways that problems can be solved.  Some have a minor impact, but multiple 
small efforts together can make a big difference.  What can we do to make "green" lawns not as 
appealing? 

● Can we do something so the diversion ditches don't water the weeds and trees along the path, rather 
more water gets delivered to their destination/ultimate use? 

● What can we do to promote conservation not only for our citizens but also those downstream users?  
● I have so many questions about each area. I have questions about Colorado Water Law, Water 

legislation, and water share leasing. I would like more information in depth about municipality water 
use and innovative thoughts on addressing it, land and water use planning, Dig in to 2003 Colorado 
Water Supply study, Interbasin Compact Committee, 2005 Colorado Water Future Act, Windy Gap 
Project, NISP, Colorado Water Plan and Basin Roundtables, Colorado Conservation & Gray Water, 
Water recycling, Outdoor Recreation needs, Watershed health and research.  

● Can we hear from Patricia Limerick - she seems to be a great resource?  
● What are CBT shares? How are they bought and sold? Can Municipalities use this water?  
● Buy & dry is not an ideal situation, but would restoring farmlands to their original grassland habitat 

create better carbon sinks that would be good for the environment in other ways.  Maybe growing 
crops already does that? 

● NISP is a big topic in our backyard.  I would like to learn more about what additional storage projects 
are in the works around the state and what the math is on gained capacity for each basin.  It is really 
impressive to see how much plumbing infrastructure we have moving water between basins!  

● One area that wasn't really covered in the film is the relationship between oil and gas development 
and our aquifers. The film touched on the connection between our surface and groundwater but I'd 
like to learn more about how this relationship in impacted by fracking and other industrial processes. 
It was great to see that Denver Water was able to reduce water usage while experiencing population 
growth so I'd like to learn how we can create similar outcomes here in Northern Colorado. We are 
seeing a massive amount of suburban sprawl along the I-25 corridor with new neighborhoods laying 
acres of new sod and eating up farm land for houses or buy and dry operations. I don't see this as  
sustainable so if we are to double our population by mid century so I'd like to learn how water 
supplies and municipalities intend to address this. 

● What baffled me about the film was that none of the experts and leaders interviewed questioned that 
Colorado’s population will grow rapidly or that there was anything we could do about it other than to 
figure out how to accommodate it.  Have we no control over our population?  Cannot moderating 
population growth be the subject of public policy, even of water policy? For those who say that 
endless population growth is desirable and inevitable I ask what is the end state you hope to 
achieve?  To what extent should long-time citizens of Colorado be asked or forced to change their 
lifestyles to accommodate new residents?  What do you want the division in water and land use to be 
between agriculture and urban? 

● I am curious to learn how well the new structure of state and basin water forums established in 2005 
is actually working. 

● How do we create a productive dialogue and plan of action, while including all parties involved, 
without the need for litigation.  

● How much inefficiency in water is created from prior appropriations system? How much water is set 
aside (“lost”) in order to prove no impact to prior users? 
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● How can municipalities combine water portfolios to gain efficiencies and work collaboratively to 
extend water further? 

● How can we promote storage projects that support future growth and populations? 
● How do we need to educate and adjust expectations of the public on landscape and water use? 
● How much water is lost through ditches? Can we pipe to remove ditch loss and evaporation? 
● Colorado’s system of water law is well established and complicated. There are some obvious tweaks 

to the law that would seem to be much more water wise.  For example, because of “use it or lose it”, 
there is a disincentive to pioneering/using more efficient water application methods.  There should be 
a provision in the law that allows innovation while preserving the ability for that farmer to retain the 
excess water right as a real property right to sell or lease.  I’m interested in exploring other examples  
of laws and policies that seem to result in outcomes that no one wants, as well as possibilities to 
change them.  

● Obviously the movie’s focus was water management.  However, water management works 
concomitantly with riparian management. How can riparian an adjacent upland management policy 
increase effective water management as well as resource goals? 

● Water infrastructure has a tendency to share a close association with other infrastructure roads- 
transmission lines etc that based on population growth are all facing the same limits, needs for 
expansion and modernization as our  water system.  So while dealing with water needs how do/can 
we also deal with upgrades to other systems in a manner that will leverage opportunity rather than 
further create bottlenecks for each of these essential societal needs? 

● We are a society that always innovates to deal with growth and expansion, but water is a limited 
resource.  As we do face absolute limits now or in the future, how do we recognize when further 
expansion is no longer feasible without serious negative consequences, how do we deal realistically 
with limits and how can we be honest in expressing the true cause, effect and outcome in that very 
sobering decision? Pushing beyond limits is never good and doing it with false information or 
subterfuge is absolutely disastrous.  
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